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Light is an important research tool as it enables us to see things from the macroscopic scale and down to the microscopic scales where our own cells, bacteria and different microorganisms proliferate. A less familiar property of light is that it carries momentum that enables focused light to trap, move and position microscopic objects [1]. This has significant implications as we can now use light to extend our "hands" to reach out and manipulate biological samples with great precision. On top of that, optical forces are non-invasive due to their pico-Newton magnitude and ability to operate through sealed and sterile biological chambers. The latest improvements in optical manipulation and microfabrication can cater to increasingly more sophisticated objects. We leveraged these developments to create new functional robotic tools for light-based micro-biological experiments. Our light-driven micro-robots are custom-manufactured using a technique known as two-photon polymerization for 3D micro-printing. Focused laser beams are used to solidify a liquid polymer resin with printed feature sizes down to a fraction of the writing wavelength. As with 3D printers, different designs can be made that perfectly suit particular applications. Some of the structures that we have designed and demonstrated include the Wave-guided Optical Waveguides [2] and, more recently, hollow micro-robots for material transport as illustrated in Fig. 1. These recent optical micro-robots utilize light-initiated physical reactions for new functionalities [3-5] backed-up by new and disruptive 3D real-time light addressing modalities [6].

Fig. 1. Syringe-based light robotics. Adapted from ref. 3.
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